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During pregnancy the focus of antenatal preparation is the birth itself, and the importance of

the postnatal period is often overlooked. Yet postnatal recovery (or a lack of it) can have

consequences for the long-term health and wellbeing of both mother and baby.In Why

Postnatal Recovery MattersSophie Messager draws on her experience as a scientist and doula

to show that thinking ahead to after the birth can get new families off to the best possible start.

About the AuthorSophie left her native France in 1997 to pursue postdoctoral studies as a

biology research scientist, in Aberdeen, where she met her Hong Kong-born husband, Chi.

They moved to Cambridge in 2001, got married, and had two children, Sebastien and

Charlotte. Their births (both very positive experiences supported by a doula) changed her

professional interest completely, and she retrained to be a doula, antenatal teacher and

babywearing instructor.Sophie is a birth geek and knowledge junkie but has a more spiritual

side too, so she also trained as a Reiki drum healer and teacher. Training and personal

practice have led her to master a wide range of labour and postnatal comfort measures and

skills, such as massage, rebozo, birth and postnatal healing rituals that blend physical and

energy healing. Sophie teaches these skills to parents and birthworkers in one-to-one,

workshop and online settings. Her work is a blend of traditional knowledge and scientific

evidence. She blogs about birth and postnatal topics at www.sophiemessager.com. She has a

PhD in Physiology of Reproduction. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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1PSContentsIntroduction1Traditional postpartum practices2What we are

missing3Rest4Food5Social support6Bodywork7Hiring help8How to write a postnatal recovery

plan9Special circumstancesConclusionFurther

ReadingAcknowledgementsReferencesIndexBirth produces two people. The first: a flailing

soul, struggling to take in a new world, a new way of being. The second: a baby. Bunmi

LaditanBirth is about so much more than the wriggling of a tiny body out of a larger one. When

we birth, we don’t just birth babies. We birth ourselves, we birth our families and we reshape

our lives. Dr Sara WickhamIntroductionA tale of two birthsA baby is born. While the new

mother was pregnant, she was the centre of attention. Now she is elbowed out of the way by

visitors who just want to hold her baby. Visitors mean she misses out on naps, and they expect

her to entertain them, leaving her with a messy house and a cranky baby. Nobody asks her

how she feels. With no previous experience of babies, and no family nearby, she feels lost and

worries whether she is doing things right. Her partner returns to work after two short weeks.

She struggles to meet her baby’s needs, and her own. Nobody helps with the chores or the

cooking. She receives a lot of gifts, but they are all for the baby. She is exhausted by the broken

nights, and longs for a much-needed nap, or some baby-free time. Her days are a blur of

feeding and baby care. Her social network has disappeared, as her friends are all working 9 to

5 jobs. She feels isolatedand lonely. She longs for adult company. She feels guilty that she isn’t

enjoying every moment. She struggles to make sense of this new experience. She hides her



feelings and pretends everything is okay. Everybody gives her conflicting advice and

undermines her instincts. Nobody takes care of her body, and there is immense pressure to ‘go

back to normal’ both physically and socially. By the time a month has passed, she is

exhausted, uncertain about her mothering skills and still in a fresh postpartum state physically

and emotionally.Postnatal care is the poor relation of the birth world. Our culture focuses

entirely on the baby rather than the needs of the new mother. This is reflected very strongly in

the fact that the majority of the gifts given to new parents are baby clothes and toys. Yet babies

do not care for plush toys and clothing: what they need most, beyond warmth, shelter and food,

are loving carers. In order to be able to nurture their babies, parents themselves need to be

supported, nurtured, and cared for. Surely attention and gifts, rather than being directed at the

baby, ought to be directed at the parents, and most importantly at the mother? This wisdom is

still part of many cultures around the world. It used to be part of Western culture too, but it has

been lost in favour of a culture which glorifies a mother who ‘gets back to normal’ as soon as

possible after birth as if nothing had happened. This book is an argument for a change to a

more supportive, nurturing postpartum culture.A baby is born. The new mother is celebrated

and her status is enhanced by motherhood. There is an understanding that she has performed

an incredible feat by growing and birthing a whole new person, and that she needs time, rest

and good care and nutritionto recover well. Family members, and members of her community,

rally round. Everything in her house is taken care of: all the chores and all the cooking. All she

has to do is rest and get to know her baby. Experienced mothers surround her and support her

in learning to care for and feed her baby. Someone comes daily to massage her body, and bind

her abdomen with a cloth, in ways designed to help her recover faster, both physically and

spiritually. She is treated and revered like a queen. People fight over who is cooking her next

meal. The dishes are specifically designed to restore her strength, nourish her body and boost

her health. She is never alone: there is always adult company, and she can talk about her

feelings and make sense of her changing sense of self. There are loving arms to hold the baby

whenever she needs it. She recovers well, and by the time a month has passed, and she is

ready to re-enter community life, she is stronger, confident and competent at caring for her

baby.This comparison may sound too polarised, or too idealistic, but I cobbled together the

stories from years of listening to mothers from many different cultures. I remember chatting to a

lovely woman from Kenya in the school playground. She told me a harrowing tale of the

contrast between her experiences after giving birth to her first child in Kenya, and having her

second in the UK. She told me that people fought over who would cook you dinner, and she

said you didn’t even have to wash yourself. When she moved to the UK and her second child

was born, she had no family nearby. She had an older child to take to preschool, and a

husband who expected a hot dinner on the table every night. She felt utterly lonely, desperately

missed the community and the postnatal support back home, and cried every day.Over the last

10 years I have supported many women on their journey to motherhood and I have listened to

hundreds of stories. I have witnessed the same struggle to adjust, and the same guilt at ‘not

doing anything productive’. I have seen and heard women feeling and saying the exact things I

felt myself as a new mother.I was incredibly gifted after the birth of my second baby because

my mother-in-law from India was here. She told me to go to bed with my baby and stay there.

She never let me cook. She did everything including holding the baby. She advised me to wrap

my belly. Keep warm. And to not allow visitors to hold baby and pass her around. My husband

made me super food balls. I had placenta smoothie and encapsulation and ‘closing the bones’.

Seema BaruaI had all the support I could have asked for, and I had a wonderful easing into

motherhood. Deborah NeigerI had a wonderful independent midwife who told me to stay in bed



for a week after my birth (‘As soon as they see you dressed and downstairs your postnatal

recovery will be over’, she told me.) She said to leave a key under the mat with a note saying

‘Make tea on your way up, stay no longer than 30 mins.’ It was going really well until an old

friend’s husband said ‘Why are you in bed still? Are you ill? You’ve only had a baby, which is

physiological, so you don’t need to stay in bed’. This misogynist comment made me feel so

shitty and pathetic – unworthy of rest. Sophia MacDonnellI was deeply upset that nobody could

see the hurt and pain I was in. From friends and family to healthprofessionals – they missed

the emotional and physical pain I was experiencing and how overwhelmed I was. And that

made me feel really selfish – how could I resent a baby because nobody was looking after

me?! Our society isn’t set up to look after new moms, especially first timers. Meg HillI

remember when my husband went back to work. Sometimes he would ask what we’d been up

to (it might be around 11am). He would ask me if we were even dressed yet. I used to feel so

bad saying no (even though he never did anything to make me feel bad), that I would get my

son and I dressed with the 5am feed, and then we would both go back to bed dressed for the

day. It felt more acceptable to say we had a little snooze mid-morning than to say we hadn’t

really started the day. Nicola WitcombeIt took me at least one and a half years to recover as it

was a caesarean section. There was no effective support from the healthcare services: they

could not even recognise that our baby was starving. We were living alone here in the UK

without any kind of family background. My pure luck was that we had a friend who acted as a

private midwife and my husband is a medical doctor still fixing me with Chinese medicine. Ilona

VeroWhen I started working as a doula, I was struck by how many women struggle in silence,

because they think they are the only ones who are finding things difficult, and feel ashamed of

it.I was once doula to an American woman called Emma. She was a fun, intelligent woman,

with a wicked sense of humour. During one of my postnatal visits, when her daughter was

three months old and her son was three yearsold, as we were trying to chat while she was

feeding her daughter and entertaining her son with puzzles, Emma told me that she didn’t

understand why she was so tired all the time. I said ‘You’re tired because you have a three-

month-old and a three-year-old!’. She replied, ‘But everybody else seems to be coping better

than me’. I explained that this wasn’t true, and that everybody else was lying, or pretending.

Emma also told me that she felt guilty asking for support.I believe that our culture, with its

insidious ‘picture perfect’ social media images, creates a system which perpetuates the myth of

perfect motherhood. Nobody shares the bad moments, so it’s easy to think that everyone else

is having an easier time than you, feel shame that you aren’t coping and hide these feelings,

which leads to a vicious cycle of falseness and feelings of inadequacy.The more I worked

supporting new mothers, the more incensed I became about the lack of support and their silent

struggle. Because I’m very curious by nature, I started asking every foreign mother I met about

her culture’s traditions of postpartum recovery. The stories I heard left me flabbergasted. Swati

told me that when her twins were born in India, her mum hired an old lady from the village to

come and give her a full body massage every day for a month! I tell this story to expectant

parents because it really illustrates what we are missing out on.I am married to Chi, who was

born in Hong Kong, and I have supported a handful of Chinese clients as a doula. The Chinese

tradition of zuò yuè zi (Mandarin) or co jyut zi (Cantonese), which translates as ‘doing the

month’ is a complex mix of rest, binding, very specific nutritious food and keeping the mother

warm.The more stories I heard, the more strongly I felt that our culture was letting new mothers

down. Most of us have noidea that the support we are receiving is not adequate. We don’t

realise that we aren’t getting what we need. We are grateful for the flowers, babygros or stuffed

toys, without understanding that home-cooked food and help with the washing up would be



better.Anna was a new mum. Her baby daughter was a couple of weeks old. She had gone for

a much-needed nap. Her baby was asleep in a sling on my chest. I had done some tidying up

and I was keen to make her something warming and hearty for lunch, perhaps soup. I opened

her fridge and it was nearly empty. When she woke up, I pointed at the many bouquets of

flowers in her kitchen, and said ‘those sure are pretty, but you can’t eat them’. Every time I

visited, she asked me to throw wilted flowers away. The bouquets seemed to me to be a

symbol of the misplaced focus of the ‘support’ new mothers were receiving.I became

determined to change things. I wrote blogs, I posted on social media. I tried to raise awareness.

But it wasn’t enough. This book was born from the desire to reach more people, especially new

and expectant parents, in the hope that we can start to change the way we support postpartum

women in our culture.I share stories and quotes from women from the UK, but also from

cultures where truly nurturing postpartum care still exists, in the hope that it may inspire

women to ask for this kind of support, and encourage those around them to offer it. I have a

scientific background, and I am fascinated by how scientific evidence and traditional knowledge

overlap. This book therefore contains many references to papers and books about postpartum

recovery. However, some of the practices advocated by tradition do not (yet) have any research

to back them up. Nevertheless, similar practices often exist around the world, which suggests

that there is real knowledge and wisdom behind them. Just because something hasn’t been

studied,doesn’t mean that it isn’t effective. Follow your instincts on what feels right for your

mind and body.I am acutely aware that most of us do not live in close-knit communities, and

that many of us live away from our families. Therefore the ‘ideal picture’ I describe above is

probably impossible to recreate in its entirety. However, I firmly believe that is possible to

benefit from even small changes to postnatal care, and I aim to demonstrate that the way to

have a restorative postpartum period boils down to taking care of four simple aspects: rest,

nutrition, social support and bodywork. These chapters are the core of the book. I have tried to

arrange a buffet of options for you to pick and choose from to suit your own circumstances,

focusing mainly on the first four to six weeks after birth, although I recognise that full

postpartum recovery lasts a lot longer. One great way to help ensure that you get the kind of

support you need and want is to write a postnatal recovery plan, and in the chapter about this I

give lots of ideas and examples to help you.If you are reading this book as an expectant or new

parent, I hope that it will help you think ahead about some of the things you can put in place so

that you have an easier, more supported experience after your baby is born.If you are a friend,

or a family member of an expectant or new mother, I hope that this book will help you think

about ways that you can offer support after the birth.If you are a birth worker, doula, midwife,

health professional, educator, antenatal or postnatal course facilitator or therapist, or anybody

who works with and supports families, I hope that this book will provide a framework for you to

encourage your clients to think and plan for the postnatal period, and that it will add useful

ideas to your practice.1Traditionalpostpartumpractices‘Because you and your baby are

emotionally and physically vulnerable, you will be wise to follow certain guidelines. No matter

where or how you had your baby, a long period of postpartum nurturing is essential’ Robin

Lim‘Ritual is a very important part of culture, and the rituals of social transition are present in

every society. They relate to changes in the life cycle and in social position, thus linking the

physiological and social aspects of an individual’s life. Childbirth signals a major life cycle

transition for a woman, irrespective of the culture to which she belongs’ (Huang, 2010)Once

upon a time, all around the world, new mothers were celebrated and nurtured. Yes, even in the

Western world. Nowadays there seems to be a misguided belief that thesepractices are ‘exotic’

and outdated, and found only in developing world cultures. However, the fact that traditional



postpartum practices are common to every continent should give us pause for

thought.Cambridge, where I live, is a very multicultural city, and I have had the opportunity to

talk to many mothers about their experiences. I am fascinated by the similarities between

traditional practices across the world. The ingredients used to cook a postpartum dish might be

different, but the aim is always to replenish the new mother. Different methods and cloths are

using for binding, but binding is universal. Different people come to support the new mother,

but there is an underlying wisdom that rest is paramount, and other people should take care of

household chores. There is also an understanding that social support is essential and the new

mother cannot manage alone.In many cultures, there is an acknowledgement that the weeks

after birth represent a unique window during which, if properly cared for, a woman has a

chance to replenish herself – to reset – with long-term consequences for her health and

wellbeing.Published research agrees with these observations. The abstract for a review paper

about traditional postpartum practices and rituals (Dennis et al, 2007) states that:Many cultures

around the world observe specific postpartum rituals to avoid ill health in later years. This

qualitative systematic review examined the literature describing traditional postpartum

practices from 51 studies in over 20 different countries. Commonalities were identified in

practices across cultures. Specifically, the themes included organized support for the mother,

periods of rest, prescribed food to be eaten or prohibited, hygiene practices and those related

to infant care andbreastfeeding, among others. These rituals allow the mother to be ‘mothered’

for a period of time after the birth. They may have beneficial health effects as well as facilitate

the transition to motherhood. In today’s society, with modernization, migration and

globalization, individuals may be unable to carry out the rituals or, conversely, feel pressured to

carry out activities in which they no longer believe. The understanding of traditional postpartum

practices can inform the provision of culturally competent perinatal services.Interestingly, the

authors of published literature on traditional postpartum practices are often quick to dismiss

those traditional practices. Our culture tends to embrace all things scientific as ‘truth’, and

dismiss anything not studied by modern science as worthless.In an article about ‘doing the

month’ in China (Guodong Ding et al, 2018) the authors write:Although many of the practices

and rituals of doing the month have been disproved by science or common sense, many

Chinese follow the ancestral rituals because they are part of their culture and traditional

principles that guide everyday life.As a scientist I find this irritating, because there is very little

research on the effects of following a traditional postpartum month as a whole (apart from

some limited research on the effect on mental health). This isn’t a scientific way to look at

things. Lack of published evidence isn’t the same thing as proof of lack of effectiveness. And

many other publications show protective effects of traditional postpartum practices on physical

and mental wellbeing (Raven, 2007; Grigoriadis et al, 2009).Anthropologist Eleanor Fleming

introduced me to theWEIRD societies acronym, which was coined by anthropologist Joseph

Henrich in a paper called ‘The weirdest people in the world?’ (Henrich and Heine, 2010). It

stands for Western, Educated, Industrialised, Rich, and Democratic. In the review, the authors

found that 96 percent of subjects in behavioural science research were from Western

industrialised countries. Yet these countries only represent 12 percent of the world’s

population! So we must be careful about the conclusions we draw when trying to study ‘normal’

human behaviour.Cultures that understand that new mothers need a special kind of support

also recognise that the mother herself undergoes a tremendous transformation, akin to a

metamorphosis, when she gives birth. As a doula I’ve sometimes explained to parents that

becoming a mother is a bit like being a teenager. You’re stuck between two states and have

lost your sense of identity, and it can feel uncomfortable at times. In the birth world some



people refer to becoming a mother as a ‘caterpillar to butterfly’ process; I personally prefer the

phoenix analogy. In her book Broken Open: how difficult times can help us grow, Elizabeth

Lesser describes the experience like this:I call it the Phoenix Process – in honor of the mythic

bird with golden plumage whose story has been told throughout the ages. The Egyptians called

the bird the Phoenix, and believed that every 500 years the Phoenix bird renewed his quest for

his true self. Knowing that a new way could only be found with the death of his worn-out habits,

defenses, and beliefs, the Phoenix built a pyre of cinnamon and myrrh, sat in the flames, and

burned to death. Then he rose from the ashes as a new being – a strange amalgam of who he

had been before, and who he had become. A new bird, yet ever more himself; changed, and at

the same time, the eternal Phoenix.I like this for two reasons: first, because the new phoenix

will probably look exactly the same to the untrained eye, unlike the butterfly and the caterpillar.

New mothers may also look the same to the outside world, with the tremendous change inside

largely invisible. Second, when I picture the newborn phoenix, I see a small, chick-like bird,

tentative and flailing. This evokes more of a ‘need to nurture’ than a full-grown

butterfly.Traditional postpartum support usually lasts between 30 and 40 days, and can be

categorised into four main areas: rest, food, bodywork, and social support. These categories

overlap. For instance, when it comes to rest and social support, having relatives (usually

women) coming to help during the postpartum period means that there is another pair of hands

to cook, do chores, hold the baby or entertain older children while the new mother rests. It also

means that the mother is never alone. Being alone with a new baby and trying to meet the

intense needs of a newborn, while recovering from pregnancy and birth and trying to look after

yourself, is a near-impossible task.The ‘rest’ aspect comes from the understanding that a new

mother is recovering from growing and birthing a baby, which takes time, just as it would for

someone who had undertaken an enormous physical feat. It also acknowledges the fact that

her sleep is being disrupted by caring for her new baby and that she needs more sleep during

the day.When it comes to food and nutrition, growing and birthing a baby can deplete the

mother of essential nutrients, and she may well lose some blood during the birth. Traditional

postpartum foods are designed to be nourishing, and are similar to foods given to any

convalescent or recovering person, being nutrient dense, warm and rich in iron. The food is

also designed to support the onset of breastfeeding.The emphasis on bodywork acknowledges

the tremendouschanges a mother’s body has gone through to grow and birth a baby, and then

to reverse those changes once the baby is born. There are traditional massages, akin to

empirical osteopathy, as well as binding practices, found on every continent. We used to have

this in the West too, but it has been forgotten. There is also an understanding that the mother

has lost of a lot of ‘heat’ after giving birth, so keeping her warm is paramount.The social

support aspect recognises that being alone isn’t normal, and that, as well as needing support

around the house so they can rest, new mothers are learning to mother and care for their

babies and need other experienced mothers around them.In her book The Golden Month,

author Jenny Allison interviews a mother from Mali:I had ten children, and never had any

problems. My mother-in-law looked after me very well and whenever I gave birth, she helped

me. She usually massaged me daily as long as I needed for the first 40 days. She fed me

chicken soup, fish soup, and eggs. With this complete care, I gave birth ten times without any

problems. For 40 days, all I would do was feed my baby and lie next to him or her. I did nothing,

no work at all, not even domestic work.Chinese culture still has a strong tradition of postpartum

support, called ‘doing the month’, which incorporates all four strands. There is a lot of focus on

food in particular. The emphasis on keeping warm is strong too, with women being warned

against taking baths or drinking cold drinks. Warming foods (such as ginger and ginseng) are



given. My mother-in-law told me about warm oil massages and showed me how she wrapped

her abdomen with a towel, and when I visited HongKong a couple of years ago I found that a

type of Indonesian abdominal massage called Jamu was available in packages of between five

and 20 visits for new mothers, and the therapist would visit the new mother’s home.

Traditionally, a mother’s own mother, or mother-in-law, would actually move in to support a new

mother, but today it’s also common to hire a woman for support (much like a postnatal doula),

or to move into one of the postpartum hotels.I supported Annabel, a new mother from China,

as a doula. Annabel had wanted a Chinese doula, but there wasn’t one in Cambridge and I

was the next best thing being married to a Chinese man. Annabel was keen to follow the

tradition as closely as possible. She even cut her hair short in preparation (long hair and not

taking showers don’t mix!). She prepared some of the main dishes herself in advance,

including pig’s trotters in black vinegar (a dish rich in nutrients and collagen). Annabel’s baby

was born by caesarean after a long labour, and complications meant that she had to stay in

hospital for a week. I visited every day, carrying her baby in a sling around the ward so that her

husband could have a lunch break and Annabel could have a nap. I brought takeaway boxes of

traditional Chinese dishes that I had prepared at home so she didn’t have to eat the hospital

food. I ended up supporting Annabel for several months, and I was amazed by the large

parcels of food her family sent her to make sure that she could observe the tradition.In this

book I refer to other cultures only as examples and don’t consider them in detail: there are

other books that look at this in depth, and you can find references in the further reading section

at the end of the book. Instead I look more closely at the four main areas of postpartum

recovery. One reason for this is that I do not believe that following a particular ‘recipe’ from one

culture is helpful unless it appeals to you personally. Working with new mothers has taught me

that we are all different, andprescriptive advice can be disempowering. Therefore my aim is to

give you an overview, like a buffet laid out in front of you, and if a particular approach appeals

to you, you can delve deeper into it by reading more elsewhere.While I believe there is much to

be gained from reclaiming traditional postpartum practices, I do not want to paint a picture of

‘the old ways’ being perfect. Many new mothers feel anxious about their ability to parent, and

struggle to adapt to the huge change in their sense of self and identity that comes with

motherhood. In this context, being pressured to carry out activities that do not suit them may be

a source of stress. For example, some postpartum practices include secluding the mother in

her home for a month. While that might be lovely for some, other mothers might find it very

hard and experience ‘cabin fever’ and restlessness.One of my favourite books about postnatal

recovery, The First Forty Days, is by Chinese-American author Heng Ou. While it leans heavily

towards the traditional Chinese postpartum approach, it incorporates other approaches and

recipes. Ou has this to say:The way forward will not involve mothers-in-law or aunties moving in

with their cooking pots. (...) The pattern of the dutiful daughter (or daughter-in-law) and older

matriarchs ruling the roost has changed, and while the elders’ wisdom can help us find the

way, we are in the driver’s seat now. Women today are responsible for a complex web of

demands, and surrendering to someone else’s law for six weeks simply doesn’t fit the reality of

our lives. (...) Importantly it has to fold in a sixth insight: intuition. It must be orientated to

helping the mother tap into her own needs.Lorraine, a new mother from Singapore, told me

stories of women becoming depressed while being forced to undergo the stricter aspects of

Chinese confinement:I refused the traditional Chinese postpartum because it was very

restrictive. Some of the confinement nannies – perhaps to be useful, would hand the baby over

to the mother (in the middle of the night) only after sussing out if baby is dirty/too hot/too cold

etc, by which time the baby is already in an almost inconsolable state. The confinement nanny



also washes the baby etc., things I feel that are bonding. When the month is nearly up, most

new mothers panic because they feel like they are not ready and haven’t been prepared just

because they haven’t been doing babycare for the past month.As a doula, I have always

understood that each family’s needs are different. So I offer things and intuitively gauge

whether it is something the mother might like. If the vibe I get is that it is not, I do not push or

offer it again. Sadly, I have witnessed well-meaning family members and health professionals

giving blanket advice to new mothers, which I know they mean to be helpful, but which may not

suit a particular mother.I once supported a woman called Lydia. Originally from Germany, she

was intelligent and articulate and knew what was right for her. She was very good at finding

and analysing evidence-based babycare suggestions. We had enjoyable conversations about

research, but also about more traditional herbal remedies from Germany. Lydia’s experience of

new motherhood was made more challenging by the fact that her partner worked away all

week. She was a quiet woman who liked her own company, and I wasn’t concerned about her

mental health because she seemed happy, and had found a creative wayof managing her time

with her daughter that worked well for both of them. I was at her house when her baby was a

few weeks old, when a health professional came to visit and told her she needed to go out

more, perhaps to ‘have a coffee in Waitrose’. I remember being bemused by this, because it

didn’t feel like something Lydia would enjoy. Afterwards I asked ‘Is having a coffee in Waitrose

something you’d like to do?’, and she said no. This experience stayed with me, because it

exemplifies how hard it is to provide true support when you do not know the person. Well-

meaning advice can be very wide of the mark.I found the constant questions of ‘are you getting

out to any baby groups?’ both frustrating and unhelpful. Firstly, I’m trying to figure out life with a

new baby, learning to feed them etc – getting out the house is hard enough, let alone for a

specific time. Secondly, I didn’t particularly want to sit and make idle chit chat with women I

don’t know about the colour of babies’ poo, while pretending my newborn is aware of the

‘Wheels on the Bus’ that’s playing when I hadn’t showered in three days, had no sleep and just

wanted to sit on the sofa. India ReynoldsSo what I’ve tried to do is to distil the essence of what

is good about traditional postpartum wisdom, while making sure the practices used are

nurturing and empowering for anyone who wants to try them. I encourage you to pick and

choose to make a unique ‘patchwork quilt’ of support that will support your transition to

motherhood.2What weare missingThe moment a child is born, the mother is also born. She

never existed before. The woman existed, but the mother, never. A mother is something

absolutely new. OshoCare of mothers after childbirth is an issue of universal social importance.

Good care in the six-week postpartum period is crucial to the mother’s health and wellbeing,

and can have lasting benefits, not only for her health, and relationship with her newborn baby,

but more widely, for her family and community as well. Jenny AllisonOnce upon a time in the

UK we had the same postpartum system in place as I described in the previous chapter. A

period of at least a month after the birth, during which the family/community rallied around so

all we had to do was rest, safe in the knowledge that another pair of hands was available to

hold the baby, be fed nutritious replenishing foods, get to knowour new baby and, supported by

experienced women, build confidence in our new role as a mother. As little as a hundred years

ago there was a tradition known as ‘lying in’, which lasted between two weeks and two

months.For example, in Scotland in the second half of the 18th century and the first half of the

19th century:It was customary for the new mother to lie-in for a month after the delivery. Owing

to the popular perception that the act of childbirth rendered her ‘unclean’, she could neither

share the marital bed during this period nor perform her usual household tasks, which were

therefore carried out by her husband, her friends, or perhaps by a paid nurse. In England, as



Wilson points out, she was generally confined to bed in the warm, darkened birthing chamber

for between three and fourteen days, during which time only female visitors were permitted. (...)

Her month of seclusion culminated with her ‘churching’, after which ceremony she was fully re-

integrated into society. (Cameron, 2003)Warmth, interestingly, was also considered important

in the West. Midwife Siobhan Taylor told me:The importance of keeping warm after birth is

something that was still considered important in California 25 years ago. On the delivery ward

where I worked they had a 6 feet high warming oven where they put flannelette sheets. These

were used to wrap the mum in once she had given birth. It helped with the shivery/shaky stage

that so many women experience and helped the body to birth the placenta.In Europe and

America, there was historically a tradition of communal and neighbourly reciprocal support

during pregnancy and the postpartum, which lasted into the 19th century. The rise of

urbanisation and class stratification started the trend for hired help rather than community

support. By the 20th century, social support had mostly gone. In colonial America, the lying-in

period lasted six to eight weeks, during which the woman rested and other members of the

community took care of the household and other children (Placksin, 1998).In the UK there are

vestiges of the 40-day ‘lying-in’ period. In 1902, UK legislation on midwifery practice defined

ten days as the necessary time for lying in after the birth, during which period the mother was

expected to rest and to receive attention from a midwife. It seems that women highly valued

this time (Marks, 1996), but developments in maternity care and the routines of hospital

practice have resulted in other arrangements, such as 24-hour transfer home from hospital.

Many women in the UK now resume household duties by the end of the first week after giving

birth, and few have the benefit of support from female relatives living nearby. They do not

generally receive as much care from their mothers by comparison with the traditional

arrangements for Chinese mothers (Huang and Mathers, 2010).
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Emily Cooper, “Utterly brilliant.. I’ve never written a review on Amazon before, but I felt

compelled to write about this book because I found it so important and so moving. It addresses

a gaping issue in our society that I’m sure every new parent feels, but all are too exhausted

and too overwhelmed to be able to do much about by the time it hits them: the bombshell of the

first few weeks and months after giving birth in a culture which gives them painfully little

support.I would highly recommend reading this book during pregnancy - in fact, if you are

pregnant or the partner of someone who is, I would try to get a copy out to your family too. It is

a book which offers a vital combination of understanding, recognition, science, historical and

cultural research and real hands-on practical help.Sophie Messager writes with such empathy

for new mothers that I found her words hit me in a very raw place. She has put her finger on a

particular type of pain that (in my experience) has gone unrecognised. Her simple validation

that for weeks after giving birth, a mother needs and deserves rest, attentive care, reverence,

good food, emotional and physical holding and nurturing by others and by society, is profoundly

moving and not rocket science. (Perhaps if it was, our culture would pay more attention!) It’s a

basic need that many families are now living without.The fundamental premise of the book is a

recognition that our culture used to (and other cultures still do) understand the importance of

real hands-on support for new parents (ie. actual real people, being there to do real things that

need doing for the family - not virtual people offering ‘advice’). The difficulty is, that real help

involves manual labour - and this comes at a price - time, effort, love, …money. It’s an area we

have not invested in - services have been cut - cultural value ebbed away - nobody has stood

up for parents, perhaps because it is easy to ignore if you are not actually in it yourself.Sophie

Messager rightly focuses on the things parents can actually do to help themselves in the here

and now, but her overarching message is a call to arms, to reverse this trend and make the

post-natal period one of supreme importance again.I am so grateful for someone finally voicing

how I felt as a new mother, but couldn’t put into words myself. We are living in very different

times from when (even) our parents gave birth, and the recommendations of this book could

not be more relevant to new families now - and especially those struggling with loneliness and

isolation due to COVID related restrictions.”

Anna L., “Brilliant book for mums to be, succint yet packed with info and resources to support

your recovery. I red tons of books during my pregnancy to prepare for birth but felt very

unprepared for the post-birth period and how to support my recovery during that time. I took

the full NCT antenatal course however there was not much said in there either on how the

mum can best recover after birth (the postnatal part of the course is mostly about baby care



and a bit about what to expect for mums post-birth i.e. get maternity pads...).So I ordered this

book 3 weeks before my due date hoping this would help. I read it in 2 days and was able to

action some of the advice straight away. This book is absolutely brilliant, succint yet packed

with really useful information and lots of extra resources signposted if you want to go deeper. I

love that is it so readable and go to the point, and above all that is written in such a kind,

gentle, non-judgemental way. It really helped me to reframe my expectations for these first few

weeks/months after birth, and I would really recommend it to all mums to be. I definitely feel

much more confident and well equiped to deal with the post-natal period and hopefully recover

as best as possible!”

Rellz, “Postnatal Recovery DOES indeed matter! All pregnant people and their circle must read

this book.... A beautifully written concise little bookLove the anecdotal stories from all the

mums who contributed. The power of a personal story really drives the point home how much

postnatal recovery really does matter!Sophie is a really passionate doula and healer. I have

personally attended a workshop with her and her energy loving nature is as genuine as it

comes a cross in the book.Sophie outlines the four pillars of postnatal recovery: REST ,

NUTRITION, SOCIAL SUPPORT and BODYWORK . They are all explained further in detail

and why they are important. I particularly like the mention of bodywork as that aspect is often

missed - even for pregnancy!She also puts a big emphasis on not trying to be super mum and

managing everything yourself but remains non 'prescriptive' in her advice.What she does do, is

plant the seeds of thought that this is NOT a new thing and to consider how much just a bit of

planning towards the postnatal period can really improve people's experience during this time.I

think this book is a great introduction to the 'fourth trimester' and I hope people will be checking

out Sophies blog and some of the other resources quoted at the end.(Written for a UK based

audience so some people may find it very relatable in comparison to any American authors

with similar themed books)”

Naomi Tolson, “Ground Breaking. This area of birth is hugely overlooked and undervalued in

our society. This books gives such great insight into how this wasn't always the case and how

postnatal care and recovery looks in other cultures .Most importantly, it also offers a fantastic

plan on how to make the best of your postnatal journey. As a Birthworker, I will making sure all

my clients receive a copy. This is essential reading!”

Kaur Momma, “I have never nodded my head in agreement so much before!!!. I have never

nodded my head in agreement so much before ...each page is filled with great wisdom, cross

cultural trimester four references, practical advice, beautiful quotes, affirmations from an

experienced doula and a variety of experiences from different mums. Most birthing books focus

on pregnancy and actual birth, but I found trimester 4 the most difficult and one where there

was the least support & understanding. Sophie's book suggests a postnatal plan/preference

and amazing ways we can support new mums....therefore this book is a must read for parents

to be, grandparents, friends, extended family...anyone who can support mum/new parents

really, as it gives practical ways to help mum. Gift ideas for mum, how to help heal her body,

mind and soul and so much more. A must read from a great range of books which are succint,

practical and support the immense journey of Motherhood.”

The book by Sophie Messager has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 65 people have provided feedback.
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